Comparison of limited monitoring using a nasal-cannula flow signal to full polysomnography in sleep-disordered breathing.
Evaluate the utility of overnight monitoring limited to nasal cannula airflow and oximetry in the diagnosis of obstructive sleep apnea-hypopnea syndrome (OSAHS). Prospective randomized study, blinded analysis. Sleep disorder center, academic institution. 56 patients with suspected OSAHS, 10 normal volunteers. In-laboratory full nocturnal polysomnography (NPSG) and unattended ambulatory study with monitoring of only airflow and oximetry performed in randomized order. Obstructive respiratory events were scored on the full NPSG while visualizing all signals and then rescored on the full NPSG and on the ambulatory study while visualizing only airflow and oximetry signals. Respiratory disturbance indexes (RDI) for the limited studies (RDIFlowNPSG and RDIFlowAmbulatory) were calculated as the sum of the apneas and hypopneas (defined using airflow amplitude and O2 desaturation) divided by the valid flow-signal time. The reference RDIFullNPSG was calculated from the sum of the apneas and hypopneas (defined using flow amplitude, O2 desaturation and electroencephalographic arousal) identified on the full NPSG divided by the total sleep time. RDIFullNPSG was greater than RDIFlowNPSG (bias = 5.6 events per hour) and RDIFlowAmbulatory (bias = 10.9 events per hour), but the differences were mainly in subjects with an RDI > 40 events per hour. The diagnostic sensitivity and specificity for the diagnosis of OSAHS using a cutoff of 18 events per hour were 96% and 93% using the flow signal from the NPSG and 88% and 92% using the flow signal from the ambulatory study performed on a separate night. In subjects with OSAHS, analysis of the flow signal from a nasal cannula can provide an RDI similar to that obtained in a full NPSG.